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I was still scratching my head after dealing with those two dudes
from OmniWorld MegaSystems (in The Compelling Content Caper, in
case you missed it). It was a pretty quiet day in the office, so I had
the luxury of daydreaming about that place in the universe into
which all the common sense seems to have vanished.
I imagined finding it, packaging it, and selling
it back to all the people who’d lost it or
thrown it away. I was starting to fantasize
about actually being able to retire … BANG! BANG!
BANG! Whoever was pounding on my door was
angry, impatient, or both.

I managed to find out our furious friend’s name was Gil Bates. He’d
founded a company call Punysoft and suffered from the age-old
malady of believing the world should think what he was doing was as
important as he thought it was. Since his wife apparently hadn’t been
able to disabuse him of that notion, I figured it was over my head, too.
But I was able to determine his immediate beef: After spending
$15K for one ad in Software Illustrated, Gil was righteously
miffed that the buying public hadn’t beaten a path to his door
with its checkbook open. I didn’t want to rough him up too
much. But Gil definitely wasn’t a candidate for
kid-glove treatment.

The best thing you can hope for a guy like Gil Bates is
that he’ll make enough money that his naïveté won’t hurt him …
or put him in a position to hurt anyone else. But he wasn’t
getting off to a very auspicious start. In addition to tracking
down the Advertising Director at Software Illustrated,
I was going to have to give Gil a few pointers on
treating his advertising dollars as an
investment — and taking care of them.

I didn’t expect Cash Barrelhead to be a
Good Samaritan Award nominee any time soon.
But if a sheep walks into your office, you
can’t blame a guy for fleecing him. Gil Bates
had been ripe for the shearing. He hadn’t even
been subtle about it. And the only way I was
going to close this case was to give him a
crash course in ad savvy.

Gil’s delusions of grandeur notwithstanding, he really
wasn’t a bad guy. With some adult supervision, he might even
make a go of Punysoft. Crazier things have happened.
In the meantime, now that his ads were creating some awareness
for the Punysoft brand and conveying its value, they’d
start pulling. Gil would be able to leverage his frequency
to sweat some value-adds out of Cash Barrelhead
(although, Gil’s wife nixed the idea of his visiting the
photo shoot for the Software Illustrated Swimsuit Edition).
And Gil wouldn’t have to play chicken with his
investors anymore. If a picture’s worth a
thousand words, a comic’s gotta
be worth a million.
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